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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS FOR

1995

I995
was an unusually successful financial year. Credit for this success can go

to many-legislators, city and town officials, business leaders, and SESD Board and staff.

In a year of the largest borrowing in the 70 year history ofSESD, $80.9 million, legislators were able
to get support for 65% grant equivalency under the State Revolving Loan Fund Program. In addition
construction projects were accelerated to make them eligible for inclusion in the State 65% scenario.
The bottom line: very significant savingr.for the ratepayers over the next 20 years!
REVENUES:

1993

1994

1995

Assessments to District Members

$10,306,620

$10,336,638

$13,141 ,509

$19 ,602,992

Interest Income/Investment Income

424,158

274,265

684,363

1,193,691

Intergovernmental

0

1,225,677

6,238,050

5,777,056

Other

568,268

233,732

254,343

300,224

Total Revenues

$11,299,046

$12,070,312

$20,318,265

$26,873,963

O&M Expense

$7,471 ,547

$7,374,907

$7,425 ,855

$7,604,206

Debt Service

3,310,131

3,282,049

4,001,128

13,068,749

Capital Outlay

5,568,560

21,518,527

28,409,321

42,181,410

Other

91,601

91,911

105,531

170,049

Total Expenditures

$16,441,839

$32,267,394

$39,941,835

$63,024,414
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y the early 1900s the drinking water

supply for thousands of people living in
Salem and Beverly was threatened by raw
sewage seeping toward the Ipswich River.
Salem's North River ran thick with the waste
ofleather tanneries and other industries,

D

MARBLEHEAD ,

The biggest test
is still the same as it was
in I92S: meeting the sewerage
needs ofthe region in a cost
effective way that is
sharedfairly.

choking marine life. Community leaders recognized the health and environmental threats
were local but realized the solution needed to
be regional. Joining together with state and
county engineers and public health officials,
they formed a public utility, the South Essex
Sewerage District, to address and solve these
problems. The year was 1925 and to insure
that local problems of each community were
properly understood, a representative of each
town was appointed to sit on the board of the
new utility. The governor of the Commonwealth appointed a representative to the
board of the new utility as well. Also on the
board, for their expertise, were engineers
from Essex County and the state Public
Craig Stepno, the seventh chairman

of the SESD Board

since its creation in 1925, serves as the representative ofthe
Commonwealth~

interests at SESD. Appointed by the gov-

ernor, the chairman is required by law to live outside Essex
County. Mr. Stepno was appointed in 1982 and has served
14 years, the second longest term of all the chairs.

II

Health Department.

/

Today much is the same about how this
regional utility operates (although in 1972
Marblehead joined the original four communities of Salem, Peabody, Danvers and
Beverly). Board members are still named by

DANVERS,

PEABODY,

the elected officials of the towns they represent. While few tanneries exist, new and more

SAL EM,

BEVERLY

halfway completed).
In this report you will meet the commu-

demanding federal mandates require more

nity representatives and learn about the

stringent clean up of the environment and

unique needs and problems of each city and

that is exactly what the South Essex Sewerage

town. And, you will discover, there are great

District is in the process of doing. The solu-

differences amongst the five communities,

tion now is a new treatment facility (almost

two are towns and three are cities, each with a
different form of government. Each sets its
water and sewer rates in a different way and
each has a differing balance of residential and
industrial sewer users. Some communities are
faced with replacing ancient sewers, in others
new housing is being built, straining sewer
systems that had been adequate until now.
Coming together in a regional utility to
remedy local problems seems to be working.
The weekly board meetings with the five
community representatives and the governor's
representative and the Executive Director
while often animated manage to reconcile
differences and find solutions. The rate payers and the environment deserve no less. The
biggest test is still the same as it was in 1925:

In addition to running the daily operations at SESD,

meeting the sewerage needs of the region in a

Andrew Sims, Executive Director, has been responsible for

cost effective way that is shared fairly.

putting together a team to develop and implement the

On the following pages you will learn
how that is being done. _

District's capital improvement program. The improvements will include construction of new secondary wastewater treatmentfacilities and an upgrade of existing treatmentfacilities due for completion in 1997.
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e city of Beverly is distinguished by

the diversity of its neighborhoods. From
oceanfront mansions in Beverly Farms to
riverside homes in Ryalside, and Goat Hill's
urban coziness, each has its own special character.
That diversity also presents the city's
Public Works Department with a variety of
sewer problems to solve. Some outlying areas
are plagued with flooding during periods of
high rain, requiring homeowners to use sump
pumps to protect their property.
"That puts stormwater into the sewer
system, raising the flow from Beverly to the
SESD treatment plant, and hiking the annual
cost of treating Beverly's wastewater," says
George Zambouras, Beverly's Public Works
Commissioner since 1990. "We're looking at

Garden City is best depicted by the seaside surroundings of

ways to solve that problem now."

the Rose Garden portico at Lynch Park.

"Beverly was one of the earliest cities to
lay sanitary sewers. Downtown sewers are 100
years old, and we're seeing signs of serious
defects," says Zambouras, who has worked in
Beverly's DPW for 16 years.
Part of the solution to the downtown
sewerage problems is the year-long Beverly
Tunnel Abandonment Project. New pipes
will separate stormwater from sewage in the
central part of the city, lowering Beverly's

II

George Zambouras appreciates that Beverly~ image as the

share of operational costs for SESD's secondary treatment facility.
A small group of Beverly homeowners
can be credited with some important
improvements to one of the largest SESD
sewer installations in recent years. During the
planning stages of the Beverly-Danvers
Relief Interceptor, residents of Ryalside,
worked closely with design engineers to
locate and work around old sewer lines. They

MARBLEHEAD,

DANVERS,

"New pipes will separate
storm waterfrom sewage"

PEABODY,

SALEM

by bidding jointly on services they all need
like television sewer inspections and sewer
cleaning.
Zambouras has overseen the completion

also pushed for a change in the location of the

of several major projects in Beverly in recent

pipe. That not only lessened the construction

years including installation of the Water

impact on neighborhood homeowners, but

Street interceptor. The new sewer line run-

eventually reduced the cost of the project.

ning between the former McDonald's prop-

While keeping costs down is important
everywhere, Beverly taxpayers are particularly
sensitive to rate increases in the wake of sev-

erty and the beach at the end of Water Street
was finished in 1995.
"We've made a lot of improvements over

eral years of a deficit crisis that downgraded

the past several years," he says. "We did all

the city's borrowing ability. Zambouras

the old large interceptors over. And once we

brings a frugal outlook to deliberations at

get rid of all the extra stormwater and other

SESD.

kinds of inflow, we'll be in good shape," he

"I figure if we can't afford to do something extra in Beverly, we shouldn't be paying

adds confidently.
Included in those projects were improve-

to go beyond our limits at SESD either," says

ments to the lower and upper Bass River

Zambouras adamantly. He and other Board

sewer interceptors. Five of the city's 20

members are currently exploring cost-cutting

pumping stations have also recently been ren-

measures for their individual communities.

ovated. Beverly's inflow and infiltration

One proposal is to see if money can be saved

improvements will total $10 million. _

Established as a separate town in 1668, Beverly was once part ofthe
larger area known as Salem, settled in the early 1600s. Beverly today
has a population of38,195 and is governed by a mayor and city council.
Its sewer and water services are provided by the city 5 Public Works
Department. The median family income is $48,040. In fiscal year 1995,
the city budget was $55.8 million, and the SESD assessmentfor the
same period was $3.8 million. With 15.14 square miles of area, Beverly
maintains 155 miles ofsewers and 20 pumping stations.
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I njust one generation, Danvers has been
transformed from a largely rural town to a
suburban community. Expansive housing
developments and a major shopping center Liberty Tree Mall- have grown up in the last
40 years on what used to be fertile farm land.
Sadly, the town's nickname - Onion Townis out of date.
But, for the most part Danvers has managed to maintain its infrastructure to keep
pace with the growth. In fact, one of the
major accomplishments of1995 was the completion of the Danvers-Beverly Relief
Interceptor which will handle the increased
wastewater flow from Danvers now and in the
future, and eliminate sewage overflows into
the Porter River, according to Richard

Richard Rodgers has a good sense of the challenges created

Rodgers, Senior Civil Engineer and Danvers

by growth as Danvers has turnedfrom a smallfarming

representative to the SESD Board.

town, symbolized by preservation

"The biggest challenge ahead in Danvers

of Glen Magna and

Endicott Park, to a thriving suburban community.

is designing and building sewers for the areas
along the Route 114 corridor from the
Peabody line at Sylvan Street to Garden
Street," says Rodgers.
"All the growth on Route 114 needs to
be addressed because the businesses out there
have a hodge-podge of private wastewater
collection systems along the Andover Street
highway right-of-way," explains Rodgers.

1'1

There are also pockets of unsewered residential areas in the West Danvers section of
town. Many of the homes there were built in
the '50s and '60s before there were sewers in
the area, according to Rodgers.
Rodgers' broad experience in the
Gloucester and Rockport Public Works
Departments serves him well in solving the

PEABODY,

SALEM,

BEVERLY,

Danvers is
also monitoring rainfall
to see what impact wet weather
has on the sewer system.

MARBLEHEAD

SESD is under a court decree to meet federal
water quality standards.
Danvers Water and Sewer
Commissioners who are responsible for
improvements to the town's sewer system,
and report to the town manager, are moving
ahead with a plan to seal pipes and do an

problems of unsewered areas in Danvers. "In
a small town, not only do you have the paperwork to handle, but the management issues as
well, with a lot of hands-on experience in how
things actually work. It's a big asset to know
how things really get built versus what's on
paper," Rodgers says.

internal TV test to detect leaks in the central
part of town.
"The town is also monitoring rainfall
and doing flow gauging to see what impact
wet weather has on the amount of extraneous
water entering the sewer system. Any water
that goes through the system, clean or dirty,

Rodgers is also a volunteer on a Citizens
Advisory Committee for a wastewater management plan in Gloucester where he lives.
That committee has been reviewing the latest

we pay for," Rodgers notes.
Danvers' share of the flow to the wastewater treatment plant in Salem in 1995 was
approximately 14.5 percent. _

technology on alternatives to conventional
sewer treatment for the city, which, like

Established in 1752 as a separate town, Danvers was originally part of
the larger community of Salem. In the 1600s it was called Salem Village
and was the location for much ofthe so-called witchcraft activities ofthe
era. Danvers'population today stands at 24,164, and the median family
income is $51,514. Operating under a town managerform ofgovernment with a representative town meeting, Danversjiscal year 1995
budget was $41.1 million. The SESD assessmentfor the same period
was $2.5 million. Covering an area of13.64 square miles, Danvers
maintains 95 miles ofsewers and 17 pumping stations.
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If

you visited the Marblehead Water and

Sewer Office very early some spring morning,
you might find Dana Snow up to his elbows
in petunias, peat moss and spent tulip bulbs.
It's not a requirement of the job, but Snow,
who has been Superintendent of the Water
and Sewer Department for 12 years, knows
his garden makes the visit to pay a sewer bill a
little more pleasant.
When Marblehead needed to increase
the capacity of its sewer system 12 years ago,
Snow recommended tying new lines into outlying pumping stations that fed directly to the
SESD interceptor. Instead of digging up the
entire downtown area to install larger sewers,
the old sewers were relined and antique joints
repaired in place. This not only saved money,

Dana Snow knows the familiar silhouette of Abbot Hall

but avoided major disruption to the busiest

is not only a symbol ofhome for Marbleheaders, but a bea-

section of the community. Snow is convinced

con for sailors throughout the Salem Sound area.

it was that innovative solution that probably
earned him the job of Water and Sewer
Superintendent in 1983 after working in the
department for 11 years.
Snow grew up in town and played football at Marblehead High School before heading off to Vietnam where he was responsible
for air and ground transportation fueling in
the Air Force. The logistical challenges there
were a fertile field to develop the practical

II

skills he uses to manage the department
today. And Snow knows his town.
"Marbleheaders are smart, and they're
frugal. They don't like paying any more than
they have to for services that can be delivered
efficiently," he says. In Marblehead sewer services are delivered by eight sewer workers in a
department overseen by five elected Water
and Sewer Commissioners. That board has

DANVERS,

PEABODY,

'Marbleheaders are smart,
and they're frugal.

S ALEM,
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assessment. Then we project a two-year construction schedule for improvements to the
town sewer collection system. We can't
spend, though, until the money is made avail-

kept sewer rates under control in the face of
ever-shrinking grants from state and federal

able to us by the town," declares Snow.
As a member of the South Essex
Sewerage District Board, Snow is frequently

sources.
"Marblehead is unique in that we have
no outstanding bonds except for the work
being done on the secondary treatment facili-

asked how Marblehead shares in the regional
facility's costs.
"Marblehead is a partner in a cost appor-

ty at SESD. By doing our projects on a cash

tionment agreement signed by all five mem-

basis, the interest we save allows us to do

bers of the District that states how construc-

three times more work than if we were bor-

tion and operating costs are to be shared.

rowing," says Snow. "We operate essentially

Each town's costs are calculated on the

as an enterprise system. The money we collect

amount and type of wastewater that goes to

goes right back into sewer improvements."

the treatment plant in Salem, so it's basically

"There are lots of checks and balances in

a cost of service charge. Generally Marble-

our system. InJune we look at our operating

head shares in about 7% of the costs at the

costs, review our net income history for the

District," explains Snow. _

previous year, and figure in the annual SESD
Marblehead was incorporated as a town in 1649, and despite a population of19,580 residents, maintains a town form ofgovernment with a
board ofselectmen and an open annual town meeting. An elected board
of commissioners are responsible for delivery of water and sewer services. The median family income is $65,024. The town budget in fiscal
year 1995 was $34.9 million. The SESD assessment was $1. 7 million.
The smallest community in SESD, the town covers 4.33 square miles yet
still has more than 100 miles ofsewers and 28 pumping stations.
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s the largest customer ofSESD,

Peabody is home to most of the industries in
the region as well as the largest single user of
the District's services, Eastman Gelatine
Corporation, which supplies gelatin for making Kodak camera film and paper products.
In 1995, Peabody sent nearly 10 million gallons of sewage every day to the SESD treatment plant, or roughly 35% of the total from
all five members.
"The industries in the city have presented Peabody with an unusual challenge," says
Richard Carnevale, who is the city's Public
Services Director. "When secondary wastewater treatment facilities at SESD come on
line in 1997, each community will be assessed
not only on the amount of sewage coming to
the plant, but the quality of it."
According to Carnevale, a new factor biological oxygen demand, or BOD - will be
used to determine costs. BOD is a measure
of the substances in sewage that use oxygen.
Water quality where treated sewage is discharged depends on lowering the BOD factor. The process used in making gelatin produces large quantities of BOD.
"Eastman's change in the quality and
amount of industrial wastewater they send to
the treatment facilities has allowed SESD to

Richard Carnevale directs a department that delivers service not only to a large industrial base but to historic residential areas like the Brooksby Farm neighborhood as well.

build a smaller secondary treatment facility.
That means lower costs for the ratepayers.
From 1986 to 1997, they estimate they'll have
spent $16 - $18 million changing the way
they make gelatin and expanding their pretreatment system to improve the quality of
their wastewater before it leaves their property," Carnevale explains.
Much of the planning work with
Eastman and Peabody's other industries was

SALEM,

BEVERLY,

MARBLEHEAD,

Using planned maintenance

DANVERS

cally inventory the city's sewer system and
assess the problems in order to develop a cap-

we can avoid crisis or reactive

ital improvement program. Using planned

management.

maintenance we can avoid crisis or reactive
management," Carnevale says.

already accomplished when Carnevale took

"A lot of sewers put in during the 1900s

over the reins of the Public Services Depart-

are getting to the end of their service life,"

ment in 1994, but there is still plenty to do.

says Carnevale. "The need is for the city to

Working within a particularly tight

selectively rehabilitate and upgrade the sewers

municipal budget, Carnevale's engineering

in the face of crushing costs from SESD for

and management skills are being tested as

the secondary plant, as well as Peabody's

they were during the Desert Storm conflict.

water treatment plant, both unfunded federal

In Iraq his best improvising skills were need-

mandates."

ed to supply drinking water and sanitary ser-

"Peabody has been fortunate in enjoying

vices to refugees and soldiers under the most

the lowest water and sewer bills around,"

primitive conditions. In Peabody his ability

Carnevale says. "The disadvantage is that

to be innovative is still being challenged.

costs have been kept low in part by lack of a

"I've been trying to encourage people to
look at capital repairs from a 'life cycle' concept. I see savings in contracting out some

long-term plan to repair and upgrade the system, a situation faced by many older cities."
"Improvements in the system will boost

services like sewer cleaning and preventive

customer satisfaction by eliminating sewer

maintenance. We've set about to systemati-

backups and blockages," he adds. _

Settled in the early 1600s, Peabody was first known as Brooksby Village,
and in 1752 separatedfrom Salem to become part ofDanvers. Peabody
was established as a city in 1916, and today is governed by a mayor and
city council. With a population of47,039, Peabody's median family
income is $44,952. The city's fiscal 1995 budget was $70.4 million, and
the SESD assessment was $6.1 million. Covering an area of16.8 square
miles, the city's Public Services Department maintains 190 miles of
sewers and 41 pumping stations.
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ne of Salem's biggest assets is its

extraordinary collection of historic homes
and well-preserved neighborhoods. Tourists
flock to the city by the thousands each year to
see them. But one of its biggest liabilities is
also historic, an antique water and sewer system, as Charles Qyigley quickly learned when
he became Public Services Director in July
1993.

In 1995 Salem contributed approximately 21 percent of the wastewater that was treated at SESD every day. Like each member
community, Salem is working hard to plug up
leaks in its sewer system. Among the toughest
challenges have been the historic neighborhoods such as Salem Common.

In the Point section near Shetland

Charles Quigley has a firm understanding of Salem's his-

Industrial Park, Qyigley notes, failing wood-

toric neighborhoods including Essex Street where the Ropes

en box storm drains dating back to the 1700s

mansion stands alongside many other masterpieces of

have allowed tide water to enter the sewer

McIntyre architecture.

system. Because it all ends up at the treat-

As an engineer in private practice and

ment plant, it raises Salem's cost of treating

general contractor for more than 40 years,

sewage.

Qyigley had a hand in building many public

"Some of those drains were laid before

projects where the taxpayers' investment was

the Salem fire (1914)," Qyigley says. "By fix-

at stake. Qyigley now uses his contractor's

ing them, we will eliminate about 500,000

expertise to apply cost-effective solutions to

gallons of water a day coming into the sewer

some of Salem's infrastructure problems.

system."

m

"We had a situation on Derby Street

BEVERLY,

MARBLEHEAD,

Failing wooden box
storm drains dating back to the I700S

DANVERS,

PEABODY

Resources are scarce, but the demands are
great.
"The biggest challenge for a community

have allowed tide water to enter

like Salem is to appropriate sufficient budget

the sewer system.

to maintain its systems," Qyigley says. "We
can repair speciftc locations for a small
amount of money each year. But attacking the

where sewage flowed into the storm drains

entire system at once would be too expensive.

and right out into Salem Harbor. The origi-

We just can't afford that."

nal ftx was going to take four months, dis-

Qyigley joined the SESD board well

rupting one of the major tourist areas in the

after the design of the new secondary facility

city. We decided instead to inspect the line

was complete, but has contributed heavily in

with a video camera. We discovered some

reexamining certain money-saving issues

sewer chimneys we could use for tying in the

such as the decision to switch solids disposal

unconnected sewer lines without digging up

from on-site pelletizing to incineration. "I

the whole street. The problem was cleaned up

have to say the staff and Board worked very

in two weeks and we saved $100,000," he

hard before I arrived to tighten this project

proudly explains.

up in terms of cost," says Qyigley. _

Salem's water and sewer rates are set by
the mayor and approved by the city council.

One ofthe earliest settlements in the Commonwealth, Salem was established in 1626. The city's population is currently around 38,091. The
median family income is $40,777. Salem is governed by a mayor and
city council. Delivery ofwater and sewer services comes under the city's
Department ofPublic Services. In fiscal year 1995 Sal~",:'s city budg:t
was $63.5 million. The SESD assessment was $4.2 mtllwn. The enttre
city covers an area of8.18 square miles and is served by 100 miles of
sewers and 14 pumping stations.
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